INVITATION TO JOIN THE

BAUCAMP

JUNE 22
OCTOBER 6
2013

Would you like to spend some time with us?
Do you like learning new things and working together?
Are you interested in joining forces and knowledge to create something special with the kids and neighbours in Holten?

PLAY LAND is an art project and part of the EMSCHERKUNST2013 situated in Oaternau-Holten. The project includes the design and construction of a new youth center, skate pool, and children’s playground. BAUCAMP was produced in cooperation with EMSCHERKUNST2013 and Jugendtreff Holten and is the last part of the PLAY LAND project, which will act and react on the process of the re-building of the site. You are most welcome to join our new workshops during the summer. We will be learning how to make stencil graffiti, outdoor wooden furniture or concrete BBQ elements.

If you have three weeks of nothing to do, join one of our workshops!

WORKSHOP SCHEDULE:

STENCIL- GRAFFITI WORKSHOP
June 24 - July 16, 2013, from 10h to 15h daily
Introduction lecture “Hugo Kaagman NL”
Workshop leader: Sara Sedrinenko (SLO)
Technique to learn: Stencil - graffiti
Duration: 3 weeks
Participants max: 8

OUTDOOR WOODEN FURNITURE WORKSHOP
July 26 - August 18, 2013, from 10h to 15h daily
Introduction lecture “Anastippa Suuriniit” (SLO, NL)
Workshop leader: Anastippa Suuriniit & Prasanna Rosenthall
Technique to learn: designing furniture, working with wood
Duration: 3 weeks
Participants max: 8

CONCRETE CASTING WORKSHOP
August 19 - September 6, 2013, from 10h to 15h daily
Introduction lecture “Mark van der Eng, Curan (NL)
Workshop leader: Mark van der Eng, Curan (NL)
Technique to learn: casting concrete elements for Youth Club BBQ
Duration: 3 weeks
Participants max: 8

Introduction lecture will always happen on the day of starting the workshop at 22.00 hours at BAUCAMP location in Holten.

GUESTS AND WORKSHOP LEADERS:

Hugo Kaagman (NL) is the legend of stencil graffiti art coming from The Netherlands. He is doing spraycan art and stencil work since the late 70’s all over the world from The Netherlands to Galicia, from Elbasan to Buenos Aires. (http://www.kaagman.nl)

Sara Sedrinenko (SLO) is an artist who is interested in socially engaged design processes and urban interaction. (http://www.sedrinenko.org/kontaktni-zihna-bosna/mag)

Mark van der Eng (NL) is a skateboarder and landscape architect part of the CAFINE team from Amsterdam who designed the skate pool in the PLAY LAND project (wwwCAFINE.nl)

Anastippa Suuriniit (SLO), is an artist and architect, the art director of the PLAY LAND project. She is a professor at Royal College of Art in London, Head of program, Sculpture / Critical Spatial Practice. (http://www.isaaki.00@gmail.com, http://theusatproject.blogspot.com)

For the Production Team
Anastippa Suuriniit, artist / architekt PLAY LAND project
For more information, please take a look at our website: www.emscherkunst.de
Or contact: Vera Sara Walter / nebenhereleier@gmail.de